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Richard Wagner would have had no reason to apologize for his anti-Semitism in an age when that kind of prejudice was all too common, but I can't help wondering whether he ever declared that some of his favorite operas were Jewish.

Wagner proclaimed his antipathy to Jewish musicians in the essay "Das Judenthum in der Musik," published in 1850 and again, after some revisions, in 1869. Nonetheless, he greatly admired an opera by a (nominally) Jewish composer that boldly proclaimed its identity in its very title: *La Juive (The Jewess)* by Jacques-François-Fromental-Elie Halévy, born Fromental Elias Levy. Wagner indulged in hoary stereotype when he wrote that Halévy was, "like all the Paris composers of our time, only inspired with enthusiasm for his art so long as success was still to be won; once that was achieved and he was safely ranged with the lions of the world of composition, all he thought of further was to manufacture operas, and to pocket the money." However, he paid Halévy a back-handed compliment (and smeared a different Jewish composer at the same time) by describing him as "frank and honest; no sly, deliberate swindler like [Giacomo] Meyerbeer." Wagner could also offer untempered praise. He admired in *La Juive* "the pathos of high lyric tragedy" and "drew attention to Halévy's sense of historical period, achieved without recourse to mock-antique devices: 'For my part,' he wrote, 'I have never heard dramatic music which has transported me so completely to a particular historical epoch.'" In 1842, seven years after *La Juive*'s historic premiere at the Paris Opéra, Wagner published three very long articles in *La Revue et Gazette Musicale*, lauding the composer for putting French opera on a creative new path. In addition, Cosima Wagner's diary reveals that in his last years "he kept a score..."
death scene from *Boris* and “Son lo spirto che nega” from *Mefistofele*. But listen to his Catalogue Aria, recorded with the Rome RAI Orchestra under Alfredo Simonetto in 1961. There’s the stunningly powerful, uniquely focused voice we know from his Boris; but there’s also tremendous comic verve and energy. Don Giovanni often fear being upstaged by their Leporellos; with Christoff in the wings such eclipse must have seemed like a dead certainty.
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